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World-class dentistry in the heart of Bucharest
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1 IN 2 ADULTS IN THE UK HAVE
MISSING TEETH, BUT WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL
OF REPLACING THEM WITH IMPLANTS, RIGHT?

Romania is an increasingly popular choice
for those seeking dental treatment abroad

N

ot only is private, first-rate dental care

knowledge of dentistry in Romania means finding the

available at bargain prices, the country itself

most qualified staff, working with the best laboratories

is a relatively inexpensive place to travel to

and sourcing state-of-the-art equipment has been a

and stay in. So with all this on offer, it’s no

straightforward process.

surprise that people are choosing clinics in Romania over
pricier options back home in the UK.

The clinic provides a full range of dental procedures
under the microscope, including very complex

Bucharest British Dental Place is based in the country’s

reconstruction cases with CAD-CAM CEREC crowns,

capital and is run by husband and wife team, Cosmin and

bridges and veneers, implants, bone grafts, platelet rich

Samantha Teasdale. The couple first met in Manchester,

plasma and root canal treatments. New treatments are

where Romanian-born Cosmin was working as a dentist

being introduced on an evidence based program and are

with special interests in Advanced CAD-CAM Dentistry

all subject to clinical audit. The clinic is also a training

and a Certificate in Endontology from Chester University.

centre for post-graduate students and continues to strive to

They moved to Romania a few years later and set up the

provide the best standard of care available.

now flourishing clinic in the affluent Dorobanti area
of Bucharest.

Driven by a desire to offer patients the best care possible,
the team only see five or six patients each day. They aim to

As a bilingual and binational team, Cosmin and

give every patient personalised care in a welcoming, home

Samantha have been able to sidestep common problems

from home environment. The clinic’s CEREC technology

experienced by international dental clinics and are now

(a single crown can be milled in 8 minutes instead of the

ranked within the Top 1% of 130k clinics Worldwide by

standard 2 weeks) and their 6 working day week, mean

Global Clinic Rating. As a British national, Samantha is

patients are able to take minimal time away from work and

well placed to understand and to minimise the cultural and

still get world-class dental treatment at the hands of

lingual challenges faced by UK patients travelling abroad

top specialists.

for treatment. In addition, Cosmin’s comprehensive

You may think that leaving missing teeth or replacing them with a bridge
or denture is sufficient for your appearance, but did you know that the
problem goes much further than your smile?

The boutique service provided by Bucharest British
Dental Place is enhanced by Samantha’s role as
International Patient Liaison. She assists patients at

bone and gums
start to shrink

TOOTH IS LOST
more teeth lost,
more function lost,
bite problems begin

ability to chew and speak can be
impaired, remaining teeth can
become crooked

premature
ageing, face
sags, lips
droop,
confidence
collapses

“witches” chin
develops and
cheeks become
hollow

the “bite” can
collapse, causing
front teeth to
be squashed or
pushed forward.

The jaw bone
starts to resorb
(melt away).
nose to chin
distance
decreases, the
face partially
collapses

spinal problems
begin, such as
slumped shoulders,
curved spine and
aching joints.

every step of the way, ensuring a smooth journey to
Romania and a pleasant stay while they’re there. She’s on
hand to help with everything, including accommodation
recommendations, transfers from the airport and even

OUR BODY IS MADE OF BUILDING BLOCKS. IF KEY PIECES ARE LOST, THE WHOLE STRUCTURE COLLAPSES.

local tours.
Indeed, Bucharest British
Dental Place is the place to
go if you’re looking for dental
treatment abroad. With affordable
travel, exciting tourist attractions
and world-class dental care - it
ticks every box.
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Once a tooth is lost, a dental implant is the only treatment option to prevent
bone loss and maintain beauty, functionality and overall health.

N?
IS YOUR HEALTH WORTH THE BEST LONG TERM SOLUTIO
of our doctors.
Get in touch today for a free video consultation direct with one
www.getyoursmileback.co.uk

